Automatic Ink Refill System

This unique patented refilling system is more advanced than other refill devices. The process fills slowly using gravity, from the bottom of the cartridge up, preventing air traps and uneven pressures from forming in the cartridges. The ink level sensor stops the ink flow automatically when it reaches a preset level. As a result, the cartridge maintains its optimal print performance.

Identifying the Refill System

Ink Cartridge (Not Included)

Base and Insert

Drill (Included)

Ink Refill System

Refill Instructions

for Canon Cartridges

84 ml of Ink

Refills up to 5 times*

*Actual number of refills depends on the condition of the cartridge.

Cartridge in use

Refill the cartridge any time, including before a large print job. Top-up ink frequently to prevent cartridge from running empty.

Brand new cartridges

New cartridges are usually not full. Refill to extend life.

Cartridge left

Outside Printer

Once the printhead is dried up, it is very difficult to unglue it. Even if you can get it unglued and print again, the printing will never be consistent.

Previously refilled with other third party ink

Many of the third party inks are made of inferior materials. Once refilled, the cartridge is no longer in good condition.

Do not refill these Cartridges:

Instructions for Refilling

Preparation

(Before a cartridge is refilled for the 1st time)

1.  Press down hard until the housing clicks into the base
2.  Check that both sides click in place
3.  Place the housing on the base
4.  Place on a sturdy horizontal surface

By squeeze the two sides to remove the housing

By squeeze the two sides to remove the housing

Blot any excess ink with a tissue

Blot any excess ink with a tissue

Keep Vertical Wall about 15 minutes

Keep Vertical Wall about 15 minutes

Save the refill kit for future use

Save the refill kit for future use

NOT allow cartridge to remain outside the printer for an extended period of time or it may not work. Before placing the cartridge back into the printer, make sure that ink is not dripping from the printhead. If it is dripping, place the cartridge on some newspaper (not on facial tissues) set on a washable surface, until it stops dripping. Then carefully wipe excess ink off printhead with a single pass of a tissue.

After several refills, the print quality may deteriorate and/or the cartridge may stop working properly. This is normal. When this happens, a new cartridge should be purchased, which can subsequently be refilled using the Multifill automatic ink refill system.

Refilling

1.  Remove the housing
2.  Drill to Enlarge Fill Holes
3.  Press down hard until the housing clicks into the base
4.  Check that both sides click in place

Fill Holes

To

From

Keep out of reach from children.

Store at room temperature.

Assembled in China with imported components.
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**Automatic Ink Refill System**

This unique patented refill system is more advanced than other refill devices. The process fills slowly using gravity, from bottom of the cartridge up, preventing air traps and uneven pressures from forming in the cartridges. The ink level sensor stops the ink flow automatically when it reaches a preset level. As a result, the cartridge maintains its optimal print performance.
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**Refill Instructions for HP Cartridges**
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**Instructions for Refilling**

1. **Remove the housing**
   - Squeeze the two sides

2. **Flex circuit faces front**
   - Place cartridge in the base
   - Turn the clip to lock the cartridge

3. **Place housing on the base**
   - Press down hard until the housing clicks into the base
   - Check that both sides click in place

4. **Place on a sturdy horizontal surface**

5. **Keep Vertical**
   - Wait about 15 minutes
   - By squeeze the two sides to remove the housing

6. **Remove Cartridge**
   - Blot any excess ink with a tissue
   - Waste paper or washable counter
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**84 ml of Ink**

Refills up to 5 times*

*Actual number of refills depends on the condition of the cartridge.

**Refill these Cartridges:**
- Cartridge in use
- Brand new cartridges
- Previously refilled with other third party ink

**Do not refill these Cartridges:**
- Cartridge left Outside Printer

**OTHER IMPORTANT NOTES:**

- DO NOT allow cartridge to remain outside the printer for an extended period of time or it may not work. Before placing the cartridge back into the printer, make sure that ink is not dripping from the printhead. If it is dripping, place the cartridge on some newspaper (not on facial tissues) set on a washable surface, until it stops dripping. Then carefully wipe excess ink off printhead, with a single pass of a tissue.

- After refilling your cartridge, the low ink indicator message may appear on the screen. This does not affect the cartridge, which has been successfully refilled. Simply “close” the message and continue printing.

- After several refills, the print quality may deteriorate and/or the cartridge may stop working properly. This is normal. When this happens, a new cartridge should be purchased, which can subsequently be refilled using the Multifill automatic ink refill system.